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History Behind the two Fubar Vertical Tail Designs

Ray Matthews competed his new competitive design of the 65 inch Fubar and built the first one shown be
January of 1948.

The Fubar design was characterized by three distinct features: (1) the sculptured vertical tail des
(3) the stab’s turned down tips for takeoff with a mono-wheel, and (3) the signature color scheme of a re
fuselage, wing, and tail with yellow insets trimmed in black at the wing’s polyhedral breaks in the wing and
the horizontal tail just before the tips turn down. All three of these features can be seen in the picture

Ray designed the 36 inch Fubar around the Torp .049 for the Half-A competition in 1950 turned ou
be very competitive. However to resolve a flight issue, Ray changed the design of the sculptured vertical
He introduced an improved trapezoidal design shown below in October of 1951 as Ray’s note in the pictur
below indicates. Ray also incorporated the trapezoidal vertical tail in his later Fubar designs. Unfortunate
only Fubar’s with sculptured vertical tails are legal for SAM competition due to the SAM design cutoff d
December 1950.
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Fubar Directional Stability

The methods Dr. Sergio Montes provided for calculating the model’s Longitudinal and Directional
Stability was presented by Dr. Mark Drela (PhD MIT aerodynamicist), in two papers: (1) Lab 8 Notes – Ba
Aircraft Design Rules” and (2) “Basic sizing checks for homebrew RC thermal gliders”. While our Old Time

models are not absolute gliders, once the power is stop they behave as gliders so Dr. Drela’s should apply.

The 1/2A Fubar 600 has been balanced at a point 1.8 inches forward of the wing’s trailing edge for
maiden flight which corresponds to a CG = 80.77% root chord. Alfredo Herbon added the 1/2A Fubar 600
vertical tail area-moment geometry to the figure below using his ACDC program. This geometry was used
assess the directional stability provided by the 1/2A Fubar 600 sculptured vertical tail.
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On page 4 in paper 1 mentioned above, Dr. Drela states that:
“A well-behaved aircraft typically has a Vertical Tail Volume (Vv) which falls in a range between
Dr. Drela goes on to say on page 1 in paper 2 that he prefers a Vv value of at least 0.03 for a glider.
Vertical Tail Volume (Vv) is a term defined as: Vv = (Vertical Tail Area/Wing Area) * (Lv/Wing Span)
is defined in the figure above. The value of the Lv using the geometry shown above is calculated as: Lv =
35.4191 + 0.1684 - (0.8077923 * 9.36) = 28.0275”.
Based on this Lv of 28.0275”, the vertical tail volume is: Vv = (30.159/ 599.68)/(28.0275/67.92) =

Although it is near the low limit, the 1/2A Fubar 600 Vv value of 0.208 does fall within Dr. Drela’s
recommended range of 0.2 to 0.05.
When Vv is too small, the aircraft will tend to oscillate or “wallow” in yaw to rudder commands. This oscill
is called Dutch Roll and makes precise directional control somewhat difficult.

Jack Hiner has reported that he had to reduce the amount of rudder deflection on his 1/2A fubar 375 b
of the high sensitivity to rudder control. I also observed the high sensitivity to rudder commands on my f
1/2A Fubar 600 under power which may have caused the quick response that folded the wing.
why Ray Matthews later redesigned the sculptured vertical tail. Based these results, the rudder control
defection was reduced on my second 1/2A Fubar 600 from +/-25° down to +/-15° and from +/-15° down to
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+/-10.5° for low rate in Report No. 106………………Tandy
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